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In pursuit of an acoustically acceptable, high perfor-
mance exhaust system capable of meeting Federal Aviation Regu-
lation Stage 3 (FAR 36 Stage 3) noise goals for an Advanced
Supersonic Transport (AST) application, a design study was con-
ducted to incorporate an acoustically treated elector shroud
into a 20-chute suppressor exhaust system. The resulting elec-
tor shroud exhaust system, after a full scale mechanical design
development, was tested along with the 20-chute and the coan-
nular exhaust systems. The results of the test were evaluated
in a mission analysis study to determine engine size and air-
craft Takeoff Gross Weight (TOGW) necessary to complete a typi-
cal AST mission based on system installed performance and
estimated acoustic suppression effectiveness.
The mission analysis results showed the ejector shroud
nozzle to be the best among the three nozzle systems studied
for the AST mission within the constraints of FAR 36 (1969)
Stage 3 noise goals. Comparatively, the ejector shroud nozzle
system has a 79,000 pounds advantage in TOGW over a commensu-
rate aircraft fitted with the 20-chute nozzle. The coannular
nozzle, on the other hand, appears not to be an attractive con-
cept for AST application where noise suppression is a measure
of acceptability.
Though the ejector shroud nozzle performs excellently at
supersonic cruise and reasonably well at takeoff, it did not
quite meet subsonic performance levels projected during the
conceptual design phase. This resulted from the conflicting
requirements where takeoff and supersonic cruise configurations
are dominated by acoustics and aerodynamics, respectively,
thereby compromising the intermediate subsonic cruise point.
Solutions have been advanced, however, that will seek to re-
store or alleviate subsonic cruise performance deficits and
push it towards the conceptual design goal.
The e_ector nozzle takeoff configuration flow visualiza-
tion test showed complex air induction characteristics by virtue
of the action of the discrete 20-Chute conic nozzles. The e_ec-
tot air induction pattern appeared characteristically different
from conventional annular e_ector systems, and it did change cur-
rent thinking on e_ector inlet sizing for E_ector Shroud systems.
It is believed that implementation of the recommendations
will further improve the e_ector shroud nozzle system and make it























Jet noise reduction and control has been one of the domi-
nant forces in supersonic cruise aircraft research, and hence,
the exhaust system, the primary component through which the noise
abatement schemes are carried out, has received considerable at-
tention. General Electric product design engines for the NASA
Supersonic Cruise Research Program have proposed annular and, in
particular, coannular nozzle concepts due to their potential for
noise abatement. These exhaust nozzle system concepts have in-
cluded both single stream and dual stream designs for conven-
tional engines, as well as inverted flow coannular designs for
single and douhl_ hvn_a= _r=_=kl^ _...I^ _--_---
shows the single stream multi-chute mechanical suppressor nozzle
with retractable chutes. The chutes are stored in the plug when
not used for noise suppression during cruise modes. While the
exhaust nozzle performance penalties are minimized by retracting
the suppressor chutes during cruise, the single stream nozzle
design resulted in a relatively heavy exhaust system, primarily
due to the deep and long suppressor chute lobes. This weight
penalty forced alternative approaches to be investigated, the
first being the coannular suppressor exhaust system. The sup-
pression potential of the coannular system is derived from inver-
sion of core and fan flows through flow inverting struts where
the lower velocity and temperature fan flow promotes rapid decay
of the higher velocity outer annulus core jet. This suppression
system demonstrated 4-6 Effective Perceived Noise (EPNdB) sup-
pression on the YJI01 Acoustic test vehicle (Reference i). Fig-
ure 2 shows the coannular Acoustic Nozzle Exhaust System.
Extensive scale model testing under various Government
contracts (Reference i) showed that the multi-chute mechanical






Fully Suppressed Single Stream Exhaust System
Outer Annulus
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coannular exhaust primary nozzle to provide additional noise
reduction of 3-4 EPNdB over that of coannular exhaust system
alone. Additionally, the small shallow chutes resulted in a
lighter and a more reliable mechanical design compared to the
single stream full suppressor nozzle concept. The most recent
refinement of this type of jet noise suppression system was de-
signed for the Variable Cycle Test Bed Engine Program, (Reference
2). This mechanical suppressor is a 20-chute, 1.75 nozzle-to-
base area ratio, with moderate chute depth. Figure 3 shows the
coannular nozzle with outer stream suppressor. The feasibility
of implementation of these complex geometrical features in a full
scale product design without excessive compromises in weight and
aero/acoustic/mechanical design prompted a scale model program
(Contract NAS3-21608) to measure jet noise characteristics of the
20-chute suppressor in the General Electric Anechoic Free Jet
Facility. The test indicated a combined noise suppression
potential of the two suppression schemes to be approximately 7-10
EPNdB.
The noise suppression effectiveness of all exhaust systems
mentioned above are measured against the Federal Aviation
Regulation, Part 36, 1969 (FAR 36, 1969) noise goals. These are
noise goals to be complied with by all transport category large
aircraft and turbojet powered aircraft by specific dates in the
future. The noise milestones are categorized by stages, from FAR
36-Stage 1 through FAR 36-Stage 3. For the Supersonic Cruise
Aircraft to be a viable proposition, it has to meet the FAR 36,
Stage 3 noise regulation and also have acceptable performance and
realistic takeoff gross weight (TOGW).
Each of the exhaust system concepts illustrated in Figures
1 through 3 successfully utilized the noise suppression schemes
discussed above either singly or in combination to achieve the
FAR 36-Stage 1 and Stage 2 noise goals with a reasonable engine











































could not satisfy the Stage 3 goal. It was hypothesized that an
acoustically treated ejector, when combined with a 20-chute
mechanical suppressor and a c¢annular suppression scheme, could
promote enough suppression to achieve the FAR 36-Stage 3 noise
goal. The purpose of this program, therefore, was to conduct
design studies to identify important exhaust systems features,
followed by scale model testing to investigate aerodynamic per-













































3.0 SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Cross section area, in 2
Sonic throat area. in 2
Effective seal area change, in 2
Inner nozzle exit area. in 2
Outer nozzle exit area. in 2
Advanced Supersonic Transport
Discharge coefficient, dimensionless
Friction drag coefficient, dimensionless
Thrust coefficient, dimensionless
Pressure drag coefficient, dimensionless
Thrust coefficient, dimensionless
Axial balance readout, millivolts
decibel
Department of Transportation
Effective Perceived Noise in decibel
Effective Perceived Noise Level. decibels
Exit stream thrust parameter,
(H+PaAg)/PT8A8 , dimensionless
Stream thrust, mV+PA, ibf
Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Aviation Regulation





























Real-gas stream thrust correction factor, dimensionless
Acceleration of gravity. 32.174 ft/sec 2
General Electric Company
Net thrust (static) or thrust-minus-drag (wind-on). lbf
Axial balance force, lbf
inches
Real-gas mass flow function. °R1/2/sec
Balance force calibration factor, ibf/millivolt
kilometers
kilo pounds (I,000 Ibs)
Ejector shroud length, inches
meters: mass flow rate, slugs/sec
Mach number, dimensionless
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Nautical Miles
Nozzle Pressure Ratio
Pressure, static unless otherwise specified by sub-
script, psia
Static pressure differential across seal, psi
Gas constant, 1716.32 ft2/sec2-°R
Reynolds number, dimensionless
Rapid Solidification Process Deposition
Ejector setback from suppressor shroud boattail, in
Supersonic Cruise Aircraft
































































Stream Tube Curvature fluid dynamics analysis program
Temperature. °R
Takeoff Gross Weight, Ibs
Velocity, ft/sec
Nozzle core jet velocity, ft/sec
Mass averaged mixed stream velocity, ft/sec
Velocity ratio. V89/V 9. dimensionless
Mass flow rate, Ibm/sec
Dead-weight calibration load, Ibf
Ejector setback, full scale, in. (See def. for 5 on
page I0).
Incremental quantity
Total to ambient pressure ratio, Pt/Pa, dimension-
less
Meridian angle measured clockwise from vertical
Angle of observer relative to inlet axis, degrees
























Inner passage flow ASME metering nozzle station
Inner passage flexible seal station
Balance cavity
Outer passage flow ASME metering nozzle stations
Outer passage flexible seal station
Outer nozzle charging station
Outer passage throat area station
Oute_ nozzle discharge
Inner nozzle charging station















































The overall program consisted of three major tasks. These
Task 1 - Coannular and 20-Chute Suppressor Nozzle Aero-
dynamic Performance Test Program
• Task 2 - Acoustically Treated Ejector Shroud Study
• Task 3 - Ejector Shroud Nozzle Aerodynamic Performance
Test Program.
Although Task 1 was independent of Tasks 2 and 3, Task 2
was initiated first as illustrated in the work flowchart, shown
in Figure 4. This provided an ejector shroud design early enough
in the program to enable Tasks 1 and 3 to be conducted in paral-
lel. By combining the Tasks 1 and 3 experimental programs, the
associated model hardware were designed simultaneously to take
advantage of parts commonality for cost effectiveness. In addi-
tion, the overall time required to complete the program was re-
duced relative to a sequential order of accomplishing the three
tasks. The following summarizes the work accomplished from each
of the tasks.
Task 1 - Model Coannular and 20-Chute Suppressor Nozzle Aerody-
namic Performance Test Proqram
The objective of this task was to measure and evaluate the
aerodynamic performance of a model coannular plug nozzle with a
20-chute mechanical noise suppressor in the outer stream. The
evaluation was conducted at simulated takeoff, subsonic cruise,
and supersonic cruise flight conditions representative of an












was a full scale product type nozzle design shown in Figure 5 and
reported in Reference 2. This particular concept utilized an 18 °
half-angle plug which was revised in Task 1 to incorporate a 15 °
half-angle plug. This revision was accomplished first in Task 1
to provide the basis for the model design in subsequent tasks.
The aerodynamic performance of a "baseline" unsuppressed
nozzle was also investigated in Task i. An existing product type
unsuppressed coannular nozzle, shown in Figure 6, was also re-
vised from 18 ° plug half-angle to 15 ° plug half-angle design for
aerodynamic enhancement. This revision was also accomplished
early in Task 1 to provide a basis for the unsuppressed coannular
model design. The remainder of the task activities involved (I)
formulation of test plan, (2) design and fabrication of scale
model hardware, (3) wind tunnel and static testing, and (4) data
analysis.
Task 2 - Acoustically Treated Elector Shroud Study
The objective of this task was to conduct a design study
to identify a candidate full scale ejector shroud coannular plug
nozzle exhaust system for an advanced supersonic transport incor-
porating an outer stream 20-chute mechanical suppressor with an
acoustically treated ejector shroud for additional jet noise re-
duction. The full scale design was used as the basis for defin-
ing scale models for Task 3. The work elements for this task
included (i) conceptual design study, (2) mechanical design
study, and (3) mission analysis.
Conceptual Desiqn Study
A preliminary design study was conducted to incorporate an
acoustically treated ejector shroud into the 20-chute mechanical
suppressor and coannular acoustic exhaust system (20-chute noz-




















































variable cycle engine (Reference 4). Design factors considered
during this conceptual design phase included ejector flap length
and thickness, as well as plug truncation, all of which affected
aerodynamic performance, weight and acoustic suppression charac-
teristics. Several ejector shroud nozzle configurations were
defined and developed to provide the pertinent information re-
quired to make the selection.
Performance estimates were based on prediction methodolo-
gies presented in the Noise Abatement Nozzle Design Guide for
High Velocity Jet Noise Source Location and Reduction Program,
Reference 5, and current GE Fluid Dynamics Analysis Programs.
The analysis results were used to update the engine cycle to
reflect prevailing engine takeoff performance data needed to
estimate takeoff noise levels. It was the goal of the entire
design process to satisfy the FAR 36-Stage 3 noise goals without
undue aerodynamic and mechanical design compromises, and the work
proceeded accordingly. Noise from all engine related sources was
examined; fan and core turbomachinery additions to exhaust jet
noise were evaluated to check compliance with the noise goals.
Based on the analysis data, a trade study was conducted to select
the most promising e_ector shroud configuration for full scale
mechanical design development.
Mechanical Desiqn Study
The aero-acoustic exhaust nozzle configurations defined in
the conceptual design study provided the basic internal contours
for the mechanical design study. Important aspects of the ex-
haust system mechanical design were covered. The study analyzed
pressures, temperatures and stresses for proper selection of
materials; details of deployment and retraction of the mechanical
suppresso_ and ejector shroud; cooling requirements of nozzle







































reverser installation and actuation, weights and dimensions. A
design crosssection was generated to show the layout and opera-
tional feasibility.
Mission Analysis
The aerodynamic performance data from the Conceptual De-
sign and the Exhaust System Weight studies were evaluated using
the mission analysis program. This program used the AST-2 Air-
plane (References 3 and 4) and flew the AST Mission "B" with an
initial 600 N.M. subsonic cruise segment followed by a Mach 2.32
(hot day) supersonic cruise. The output yielded takeoff gross
weight to perform the 4,000 N.M. mission. Also available from
the Mission Analysis were Mission parameter sensitivities (de-
rivatives) which would enable calculation of change in takeoff
gross weight as a figure of merit in response to changes in in-
stalled performance, exhaust system weight, or noise level.
Task 3 - Model E_ector Nozzle Aerodynamic Performance Test Proqram
The objective of this task was to measure and evaluate the
aerodynamic performance of the 20-chute nozzle from Task 1 with
an integrated ejector at simulated takeoff, subsonic cruise,
transonic acceleration, and supersonic cruise flight conditions
representative of an advanced supersonic transport.
As was previously discussed and illustrated in the work
flowchart of Figure 4, Task 3 was conducted in parallel with Task
1 in order to improve efficiency. The models tested in Task 3
were based on the 20-chute nozzle with an integrated ejector con-
cept as defined in the Task 2 study. Work elements in Task 3
were the same as for Task i, namely: (i) formulation of test
plan, (2) design and fabrication of scale model hardware, (3)























Deployment of aircraft noise abatement schemes present a
special challenge to gas turbine engine exhaust system design
technology because design features that promote noise abatement
generally detract from system performance potential. In addition
to the performance potential decrement, they promote mechanical
design complexity, increase exhaust system weight and complicate
the inter-relationships between mission performance parameters
like propulsion efficiency, fuel requirements and Takeoff Gross
Weight (TOGW) assessment. Introduction of acoustics into the
exhaust system selection -riteria means that the selection of a
particular exhaust system over others will be on the basis of its
capability to minimize the TOGW for a specific mission profile at
a specific noise level (EPNdB) as outlined in FAR 36 (1969).
Since TOGW is the sum of payload, aircraft system weight
and fuel, it becomes apparent that any weight minimization pro-
cess hinges heavily on aircraft system efficiency improvements.
Reduction of aircraft system weight and improvement of propulsion
system efficiency are directly translated into TOGW reduction.
Propulsion efficiency and aircraft system technology enhancements
are derived from aerodynamics, mechanical design, and materials
technology, among others. Improved aerodynamics means less drag,
more efficient fuel usage and lower TOGW. Advanced mechanical
design reduces aircraft weight, saves fuel, and reduces TOGW.
Use of advanced light weight, higher temperature resistant mate-
rials improves specific thrust, and reduces aircraft system
weight as well as fuel requirements and TOGW.
As indicated earlier, jet noise abatement dominates super-
sonic cruise aircraft exhaust system design, and the evaluation
of the net cumulative effects of the three identified suppression
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schemes is the primary task of this program. Reduction of jet
noise is accomplished through coannular inverted flow suppres-
sion, direct suppression through use of multi-chute mechanical
suppressors and the deployment of acoustically treated ejector
shroud. Any or all of these contribute heavily towards exhaust
system weight increase and the higher the suppression desired,
the greater the weight contribution. This means that the accept-
ability of an exhaust system must be based on the best compromise
between acoustics, aerodynamic performance, and weight.
The strategy of Task 2 was to develop the ejector shroud
nozzle and evaluate it against the other two baseline nozzles
(i.e., the baseline coannular nozzle and the 20-chute suppressor
nozzle) for required engine size (Ib/sec of air intake) and TOGW,
with the aircraft flying a specific mission profile, at an allow-
able noise level using a specific supersonic cruise aircraft.
The following portions of the report present problem synthesis
and analysis methods.
Noise Goals
Several factors influence aircraft performance. Among
these are operational, technological and regulatory factors.
Operational factors are characterized by payload, mission pro-
file, fuel, aircraft system, propulsion efficiency, etc. The
technology factors are dominated by acoustics, aerodynamics,
mechanical design, materials, aircraft system, propulsion effi-
ciency and others. The most obscured, yet the most dominant of
the aircraft performance influencing factors are the regulatory
factors, either for safety or for noise abatement. With the
acoustics being such a dominant force in supersonic aircraft sys-
tems design, it is worth a few moments to examine how the FAR







































The FAR 36-Stages 1 through 3 are noise goals to be com-
plied with by all transport category large aircraft and turbojet
powered aircraft by specific dates in the future. These noise
goals are categorized by stages from Stage 1 through Stage 3, in
order of increasing stringency.
Noise Measurinq Points
Compliance with the noise goals is determined by measuring
Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) of the concerned aircraft
at three reference points along or parallel to the runway or run-
way extended. These noise measuring (reference) points are (I)
Takeoff (Community), (2) Approach, _nd (3) Sideline. Takeoff
noise is measured at a point 21.325 feet (6,500 meters) from the
start of the takeoff roll on the extended centerline of the run-
way, and Approach noise is measured at a point 6,562 feet (2,000
meters) from the threshold on the extended centerline of the run-
way. Likewise, the Sideline noise is measured at a point on a
line parallel to and 1,476 feet (450 meters) from the extended
centerline of the runway where the noise level after liftoff is
greatest, except for airplanes powered by more than three turbo-
jet engines, where this distance is 0.35 nautical miles for the
purpose of showing compliance with Stage 1 or stage 2 noise
limits as applicable. Figure 7 shows the FAR 36 (1969) Noise
Measuring Points
Noise Levels
Compliance with noise levels is determined by flight test
at the prescribed measuring points shown in Figure 7 and at the


























































Stage 1 Noise Limits
The Stage I maximum noise limit is 108 EPNdB regardless of
the number of engines and must not exceed the noise level indi-
cated by an appropriate interpolation between weights as shown in
Figure 8a. Only the Takeoff (Community) noise is to be satisfied
in Stage i.
Stage 2 Noise Limits
Stage 2 noise limits for airplanes regardless of the num-
ber of engines are as follows:
i . For Takeoff - 108 EPNdB for maximum weight of 600,000
pounds or more, reduced by i EPNdB per 60.000 pounds
from the maximum weight down to 93 EPNdB for a maximum
weight of 75,000 pounds and less.
•
For Sideline and Approach - 108 EPNdB for a maximum
weight of 600.000 pounds or more reduced by 1 EPNdB
per 150,000 pounds from the maximum weight down to 102
EPNdB weight for a maximum weight of 75,000 pounds and
less. Stage 2 noise limits are illustrated in Figure
8b.
S taqe 3 Noise Limits
Stage 3 noise limits are as follows:
1. Takeoff (Community)
a • For airplanes with more than 3 engines, 106 EPNdB
for maximum weight of 850,000 pounds or more, re-
duced by 1 dB per 106,250 pounds from the maximum
weight down to 89 EPNdB for maximum weight of
























b, For airplanes with 3 engines - 104 EPNdB for a
maximum weight of 850.000 pounds or more, reduced
by idB per 106,250 pounds from the maximum weight
down to 89 EPNdB for a maximum weight of 63,177
pounds and less.
C • For airplanes with fewer than 3 engines - I01
EPNdB for a maximum weight of 850,000 pounds or
more, reduced by 1 dB per 106.250 pounds from the
maximum weight of 106.250 pounds and less.
• For Sideline. regardless of the number of engines -
103 EPNdB for a maximum weight of 882,000 pounds or
more. reduced by 1 dB per 172,270 pounds from the
maximum weight down to 94 EPNdB for a maximum weight
of 77.200 pounds and less.
• For Approach, regardless of the number of engines -
105 EPNdB for maximum weights of 617,300 pounds or
more. reduced by 1 dB per 132,468 pounds from the
maximum weight down to 93 EPNdB for a maximum weight
of 77.200 pounds or less. Stage 3 noise limits are
illustrated in Figure 8c.
Throughout the study, the FAR 36 (1969) Stage 3 was used.
After noise levels at the study conditions were determined, the
values were "traded" in order to obtain an overall noise level.
"Trading" rules used are described in Appendix C of FAR 36
as follows:
"Tradeoff" - The noise levels may be exceeded at one or
two of the measuring points if,
27
i. The sum of the exceedances is not greater than 3 EPNdB,
2. No exceedance is greater than 2 EPNdB. and
3. The exceedances are completely offset by reductions at
other required measuring points.
Ejector Shroud Conceptual Desiqn
The approach used in Task 2 to accomplish the conceptual
design and ultimate selection of the final ejector nozzle con-
figuration is illustrated schematically in Figure 9. The proto-
type mechanical design and engine cycle were redefined to suit
program goals, refined through mechanical design, aerodynamics
and acoustics trade studies, and followed by mission analysis to
identify engine size and TOGW commensurate with the desired noise
goals.
The conceptual design was started by selecting a prototype
cycle and an ejector shroud design for development. These were
reviewed and compared with previous NASA programs for development
ideas. Several documents published under SST Technology, Fol-
low-On Program - Phase II, Noise Suppressor/Nozzle Development,
were studied to identify the variables that dominate ejector per-
formance.
The following geometric features were identified to in-
fluence ejector performance:
Setback - the axial distance from the suppressor exit
plane to the flight lip hilite of the ejector.
Minimum annular area between the ejector lip and sup-
pressor chutes.
Number of suppressor elements and geometry.
Suppressor nozzle area ratio.
Ejector shroud area ratio - inlet-to-exit ratio.
Ejector length to diameter ratio.
Suppressor radius ratio - suppressor exit inner radius
















































Some of these geometric parameters were set by virtue of the
20-chute suppressor to be used in the study. These include the
suppressor area ratio, suppressor geometry and the number of ele-
ments. An early suppressor configuration spouting an 18 °. trun-
cated plug is shown in Figure I0.
The prototype 20-chute suppressor nozzle was revised to
reflect the specific cycle being used in the study, i.e., the
GE21-V50C engine cycle. The plug half-angle was changed from 18 °
to a 15 ° half-angle, to improve aero performance. The revised
20-chute suppressor nozzle was then used as the base for the
integrated ejector design. Figure ii shows the preliminary re-
designed ejector-suppressor concept in the suppressed (Takeoff)
mode, and Figure 12 shows the schematic of the ejector in the
supersonic cruise mode. The suppressor has an area ratio of
1.75, a radius ratio of .717, and a depth-to-width ratio of the
individual suppressor elements of 1.0.
After takeoff and during subsonic, transonic acceleration,
and supersonic modes, the suppressor is retracted and stowed
within the plug and the shroud is also translated forward to
close the ejector inlet. The shroud consists of flaps and seals
which allow the exit area to be varied to control exhaust gas
expansion. The inner-to-outer nozzle area ratio which is about
0.2 at rotation, based on cycle data, is decreased to zero by
translating the inner plug aft while opening the Variable Bypass
Injector (VABI) to allow various degrees of mixing of the fan and
core flows from partial to full at subsonic cruise, transonic
acceleration and supersonic cruise modes, respectively.
The initial ejector shroud design was analyzed for poten-
tial aero/acoustic performance problems and later evaluated for
weight, aerodynamic performance and acoustic characteristics.
Flowpaths representing takeoff, subsonic cruise, transonic accel-












































































































performance, primarily at the design supersonic cruise point and
other off-design points. The shroud length and other exhaust
system parameters were varied to create several possible configu-
rations to determine the effect of the variation on performance,
acoustics, and exhaust system weight. Studies were conducted to
estimate the weights of the various configurations as well as
Stream Tube Curvature (STC) computer code fluid dynamics analysis
for their supersonic cruise performance.
The analytical model of the ejector shroud nozzle in the
supersonic cruise mode is shown in Figure 13. The main variable
for the study was the shroud length, Ls. The nominal length of
the shroud for the preliminary ejector design was 42.5 inches.
To study the effect of shroud length on weight and aero/acoustic
performance, a shroud 60 inches long was also analyzed. This
represents a 41% increase in shroud length that could be acous-
tically treated. The preliminary weight study indicated that the
baseline ejector nozzle weighed 5,375 Ibs., or about 25% more
than the unshrouded nozzle with 20-chute mechanical suppressor.
Adding more shroud length while maintaining the same nacelle
radius. RNA C. increased the nozzle weight by an additional
1,750 ibs. for a 66% increase over the suppressor alone configu-
ration. In order to reduce this substantial weight penalty, the
nacelle radius was increased from 42.9 inches to 45 inches to
allow a more efficient structure to be constructed and at the
same time reduce the change in weight from 1,750 Ibs. to 840
ibs., or 44% over the 20-chute suppressor configuration. The
summary of the ejector shroud configurations weight study is
shown in Table i.
The weight reduction of the system was evaluated against
performance loss associated with higher boattail drag (supersonic



















































































The STC computer program was used to evaluate the effects
of ejector shroud length and diameter on nozzle performance.















Shroud internal friction drag
Ejector Interface drag
Initial STC runs on the ejector shroud configuration indi-
cated a substantial loss in performance due to sub-ambient
pressures on the plug in the curv_ r_gion of the truncation.
However, STC runs with a full plug (conical) alleviated that per-
formance deficit. Plug pressure distribution plots indicating
full plug performance characterized by no sub-ambient pressures
and higher pressure recovery is shown in Figure 14. Typical
flowfields differentiating between the truncated and the full
plugs are shown in Figures 15 and 16, respectively. The results
of the STC study showing effect of plug and shroud length is
detailed in Figure 17. Though the short shroud (LS = 42.5) had
the highest aerbdynamic performance, it was not sufficient infor-
mation to base the selection (short versus long shroud) on. The
selection criterion would be based on the cumulative effect of
aerodynamic performance, weight, and acoustics on aircraft mis-
sion.
Work was initiated to accumulate precise acoustic informa-
tion to assess the merits of the long and short ejector shroud
nozzles. Work elements included acoustic evaluation of the
acoustically treated ejector shroud using the Motsinger & Sieck-
man (M & S) methodology (Reference 6) and identification of spec-
tral distribution of the jet mixing and the shock cell noise for
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The completed acoustic study estimated total engine and
component (jet, fan inlet, exhaust, turbomachinery) noise levels
at FAR 36 (1969) Stage 3 measurement locations using the
GE21-V50C engine cycle and ejector shroud nozzle at typical take-
off cycle. The M & S engineering spectral correlation program
was used to calculate the jet and shock cell noise associated
with supersonic jet flows, and the AST prediction program, like-
wise, was used to predict the fan inlet, fan exhaust, and core
turbomachinery noise estimates.
The synthesis of the above noise estimates plus the jet
noise and other component noise estimates yielded the total noise
estimate at FAR 36 (1969) Stage 2 measurement locations.
In order to study the impact of shock cell noise on the
total engine noise, predictions were made with and without shock
cell noise. Figures 18 and 19 summarize Perceived Noise Level
(PNL) directivities of the total and component engine noise
levels with and without shock cell noise control respectively.
Definition of PNL directivities is shown in Figure 20. The
predictions show that the long (LS = 60 in) treated ejector
shroud has a takeoff sideline noise level of 103.0 EPNdB and
could be reduced to 101.9 EPNdB if shock noise is effectively
controlled. The reshaping of the 20-chute suppressor profile and
the provision for a full length conical plug system were the
principal means of controlling shock noise.
It is to be noted that at the cycle condition under con-
sideration jet noise is the dominant component, and sideline
noise is the most difficult noise goal to satisfy. Since the
noise levels shown in Figures 18 and 19 were evaluated at FAR 36
Stage 2 measurement location, equivalent sideline noise increase
when measured at Stage 3 noise measurement location was com-
puted. The computation showed an increase of 2.84 dB. The com-
putational algorithm and geometry of the Stages 2 and 3 measure-
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noise computation, the nominal sideline noise including shock
noise control and under Stage 3 rules would be 104.74 PNdB for
the long ejector shroud (Ls=60 in) and 105.49 PNdB for the short
ejector shroud (Ls=42.5 in). The computational algorithm for
calculating the difference in noise between the long and short
ejector is shown in Table 2.
Conceptual Design Results
One of the penalties of noise reduction is system weight
increase due to engine oversizing; and so when a specific noise
le%;el has to be achieved, component weight by itself becomes an
item of secondary importance. Weight becomes a discriminating
factor only when two competing acoustic systems satisfy the same
noise goal. For this reason the 20-chute nozzle, which can only
satisfy Stage 2 noise, gets automatically eliminated, though it
is lighter in weight compared to the ejector shroud. With the
foregoing, the choice between the short and the long ejector
designs becomes easier when consideration is given to the fact
that the short ejector shroud cannot meet the Stage 3 rules, even
under the "Noise Tradeoff" rules without upward resizing of the
engine whereas the long ejector shroud could under the "Noise
Tradeoff" rules. This, then, makes the long ejector shroud the
better choice for the application intended and the 840 pounds
increase becomes the cost of achieving .75 PNdB extra noise
suppression.
The following table shows the attributes of both ejector
nozzles at an engine size of 858 ib/sec airflow, and using the






TOGW TRADE EOUIVALENTS FOR PERFORMANCE.
ENGINE WEIGHT AND NOISE
- I% A CFG (SUPERSONIC) = + 10,000 LBS TOGW
÷ I% A ENGINE WEIGHT = + 1,700 LBS TOGW
- I A DB NOISE = ÷ 5,000 LBS TOGW (20-CHUTE NOZZLE)
NOISE SUPPRESSION POTENTIAL FOR LONG FLAP EJECTOR"
LONGER SHROUD HAS MORE AREA AND THICKNESS FOR
ACOUSTIC TREATMENT AND PACKING.
ADDITIONAL SUPPRESSION IS EVALUATED THUS
A PNDB = 5 LOG (L2/LI) WHERE
WHERE = L2 = 60 AND LI = 42.5
L = THE LENGTH OF EJECTOR FLAP






























Comparing the two ejector shroud noise levels to that shown for
FAR 36. Stage 3, sideline, in Figure 8, one concludes that none
Of the ejector _hf_11_ _hQnl*1_llw e_e_e_ _^ e_--^ _ ...1__
However. interpreting the rules within the broader context of
"Noise Tradeoff" enables the long ejector shroud to satisfy the
Stage 3 rules with the knowledge that the sideline noise is ex-
ceeded by less than 2 PNdB and that there is adequate margin for
noise reduction at community and approach to offset the increase
at the sideline. See page 28 for the noise trading rules. The
foregoing concludes that the short ejector shroud cannot meet the
Stage 3 rules under any conditions without upward resizing of
engine and airplane in spite of performance and weight superior-
ity; and the long ejector shroud, therefore, becomes the choice
for full scale prototype development.
The question may, however, be asked if the short ejector
flap could be brought into noise compliance by resizing the
engine, but the fact remains that the ideal critical noise para-
meters (Vmi x and V R) have been "tailored" during the matching
to achieve maximum coannular and 20-chute noise suppression, so
without a massive engine and cycle redesign, the long flap
ejector appears to be the most reasonable way to go. From Table
3. it can be concluded that the cost of the .75 PNdB noise reduc-
tion, due to the long flap ejector (relative to the short flap),
is approximately 15,150 ibs.
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TABLE_3_
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SHORT AND LONG EJECTOR SHROUDS
SHOWING TOGW EOUIVALENT FOR .75 EPNDB REDUCTION
IN LONG SHROUD
REFERENCE SHORT EJECTOR SHROUD.
LONG EJECTOR SHROUD TRADES:
- .0075 a CFG = + 7,500 LBS IN TOGW
÷ 4.5% a ENGINE WEIGHT : + 7,650 LBS IN TOGW
- .75 EPNDB =























Three nozzle layouts were completed to develop operating
modes, materials, actuation mechanisms, structures and weights of
the exhaust systems. These were the baseline coannular, the
20-chute suppressor, and the ejector shroud nozzles shown in Fig-
ures 22 through 24 respectively. Figure 25 shows the ejector
shroud in the supersonic cruise configuration. The 20-chute sup-
pressor and the ejector shroud nozzles required successive in-
creases in diameter to satisfy the aero/acoustic requirements.
The addition of the 20-chute suppressor to the baseline coannular
nozzle increased the outer diameter by 5% in order to match the
suppressor radius ratio requirements. Likewise, the addition of
the ejector shroud to the 20-chute suppressor necessitated in-
crease in the outer diameter by 11% to allow structural strength
without the weight and also provide thickness and volume for
acoustic material packing.
As a result of these changes, plug truncation, shroud
translations and engine mount locations were adjusted accordingly
to match the area ratio requirements for an overall improvement
in performance.
Exhaust System Design Results
The AST exhaust system is a high radius ratio plug nozzle
with a Fixed Primary Nozzle Cowl and a translating center plug
nozzle. A translating outer shroud adjusts the exit area ratio
for high performance throughout the pressure ratio range. The
outer shroud inner surface is contoured to match closely the pri-
mary throat area requirements at the more important operating
points. The translating center plug nozzle exhausts the excess






















































































































































During noise suppression takeoff, bypass flow is ducted from the
outer fan passage through eight strut-ducts into the plug beam
and then to the center plug nozzle. This arrangement along with
the high radius ratio primary nozzle provides the characteristic
inverted jet velocity profile co-annular suppression. Additional
suppression is obtained by deploying 20 chutes in the outer
stream during suppressed operation. Still higher suppression is
obtained by shrouding the nozzle discharge with ejected ambient
air and a mechanical shroud lined with sound absorbing material.
The ejector shroud is attached to the aft end of the translating
shroud. For unsuppressed operation, most of the bypass air is
mixed with the core stream, the suppressor chutes are stowed in
the nozzle plug outer surface, and the ejector inlet is closed
for high internal performance. The ejector shroud is made of
variable area flaps and seals so that the required expansion
ratio for good performance can be met throughout the wide
pressure ratio operating range.
The exhaust system includes a cascade type thrust re-
verser. The thrust reverser cascades are attached to the forward
end of the translating outer shroud. When the shroud is fully
extended, the cascades are exposed on the outside and inside and
a shroud mounted door assembly is expanded to contact the fixed
plug crown to block the flow through the primary nozzle. The
cascades occupy three quarters of the circumference but may be
positioned in the total circumference if the reverser discharge
efflux can be controlled to prevent airframe impingement and
engine reingestion. A low temperature rise augmentor is used in
the exhaust system to provide augmented thrust during accele-
ration.
Translating Outer Shroud
The outer shroud is a cylindrically shaped fabrication


































honeycomb. The aft end is shaped to provide a path for ambient
airflow ventilation of the backside of the suppressor chutes.
Twelve reverser blocker doors are contained in a cavity near the
middle of the cylinder. The thrust reverser cascade boxes are
located near the forward end of the shroud. They occupy 270 ° of
the circumference and can be arranged in any desired circumferen-
tial location to prevent exhaust gas impingement on the aircraft
and/or engine hot gas reingestion. The forward end of the shroud
supports the linkage which drives the reverser blocker doors.
The inner liner of the shroud provides convective cooling for the
shroud inner surface to the end of the liner and film cooling
beyond _^_,= end v_^_ the liner. The aft cavity u_^_ the shroud con-
tains the support and positioning system for the ejector shroud.
E_ector Shroud
The ejector shroud is composed of a flap support ring
forming the aft surface of the ejector inlet and containing the
flap actuators, 20 variable area flaps, i0 support beams and an
actuating ring housed in the aft cavity of the translating outer
shroud. The forward outer end of the flap support ring contains
the seal for the ejector inlet in the inlet closed position. The
inner surface of the support ring contains 20-chute inlet cavity
fillers to provide a continuous inner flowpath when the inlet is
closed. The flaps are conventional sheet metal fabrication and
incorporate sound absorption panels on the inner surface of the
flaps. The sound absorption panels are constructed similar to
honeycomb with the chambers vented to the inner flowpath.
Outer Cowl
The outer cowl provides the outer flow surface between the
aft end for the aircraft nacelle and the translating shroud. It
also retains the cowl to shroud seal at the aft end and thus
functions as the outer container wall for the bypass cooling air
for the shroud liner.
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Outer Structure
The outer structure is a cylindrical structure with a
bulkhead at the forward end and a stiffening ring at the aft
end. The outer forward end of the bulkhead has a step to provide
for the nacelle-exhaust nozzle interface. The aft ring contains
the inner shroud seal to separate the shroud cooling air from the
main stream. Two sets of longitudinal tracks are contained in
the cylindrical portion of the outer structure. One set of four
tracks support the outer shroud. The other set of twelve tracks
provide for positioning of the reverser block doors.
Strut Structure
The strut structure is composed of eight pairs of radial
beams (slanted 60 ° to the engine centerline) joined by outer and
inner circumferential rings. The forward outer ring is joined
through vanes in the bypass stream to the bypass duct outer
spacer ring. The supporting loads for the inner nozzle are thus
transferred to the engine outer bypass duct through radial beams
and strut sidewalls for the bypass air duct. Upper and lower
cylindrical surfaces between struts form the boundary for the
core engine airflow passage, and the upper surface support the
VABI doors. This strut structure is encased with cooling air
liners that blend with the turbine frame liner to form continuous
struts from the turbine frame entrance to the bypass strut exit.
A portion of the liner is sound absorbing material.
VABI Doors
Twenty-four Variable Area Bypass Injector doors in sets of
three between each of the eight struts are hinged to the forward
outer part of the strut structure. One power hinge per set of
three doors maintains the VABI door position. The doors are con-
ventional sheet metal structure with sound absorbing panels on






































The outer plug structure is composed of welded sheet metal
and machined rings to form the core flow inner flowpath. It is
supported at the forward end by the strut structure aft inner
ring. The aft end ring forms the outer flowpath of the inner
nozzle. This structure also contains the suppressor chutes and
their actuation mechanism.
Inner Plug Structure
The inner plug structure consists of a truss support at-
tached at the forward end of the strut structure aft inner ring,
a mid ring that supports an aft stiffened cylinder which in turn
supports the four sets of guide rollers, and the actuator for the
translating plug.
Translating Plug
The translating inner plug is composed of welded sheet
metal and machined rings stiffened at the forward end with honey-
comb and containing a honeycomb type sound absorption covering
cone. Thus, the inner bypass flowpath contributes to the jet
noise suppression. The inner plug is supported by four sets of
guide tracks that engage the guide rollers on the plug structure.
Suppressor Chutes
Twenty suppressor chutes are mounted in the outer plug
structure. Each chute is supported by a link and a set of two
rollers engaging tracks attached to the plug. The chute con-
struction can be sheet metal or cast. The 1.75 nozzle to base
area ratio suppressor allows a lightweight simple stowed position
arrangement that does not require a cover door and a cover door
actuation system. The chutes are retracted into cavities on the
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outer plug surface such that they blend with the plug outer
contour to form the inner flowpath of the outer stream. Section
drawings of the chutes stowed in the plug are shown in Figure 26
in Sections B-B and C-C. Section A-A shows a cut through the
chute actuator, and Section E-E shows the plug blending aft of
the stowed position chute. Section D-D shows the chutes in the
deployed position.
Actuation
Six actuation systems are required for positioning the
exhaust system components. Four synchronized rotary hydraulic
motor driven ball-screw actuators are used to position the outer
translating shroud for the suppressed and unsuppressed forward
thrust modes and the reverse operating mode. Four similar actu-
ators position the ejector shroud relative to the translating
shroud. Twenty hydraulic piston actuators position the ejector
flaps. Eight rotary hydraulic motors driving power hinges posi-
tion the VABI doors. The inner plug is positioned by a single
hydraulic piston actuator. Twenty rotary hydraulic motor driven
ball-screw actuators are used to position the suppressor chutes.
Alternate actuation methods such as air or hydraulic powered
cable driven gear boxes for positioning the shroud. VABI doors
and suppressor chutes are possible options. Future detailed
trade studies outside this contract will provide the optimum
choice.
Auqmentor
The augmentor for the AST exhaust nozzle is a low aT
burner, producing 600 to IO00°F temperature rise primarily for
transonic acceleration. It consists of two flameholders, fuel
spraybars and an ignitor. The flameholder is a molded ceramic
































































































(Cont'd). Section Drawings of Chutes Stowed and Deployed.
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Operatinq Modes
Figure 27 shows the relative positions of the components
in the major operating modes as describe below.
Suppressed Takeoff, Fiqure 27a
The suppressor chutes are deployed and the translating
outer shroud is positioned to mate with the chute outer edges.
The translating shroud forms the outer flowpath of the high pres-
sure outer stream, and the outer nozzle throat is formed between
chutes at their aft edges. The ejector shroud is translated aft
relative to the translating shroud tO enable ejector ambient air
induction and allow mixing of ambient air and the outer stream
discharge from the suppressor chutes. The ejector flaps are
positioned to match the full expansion area requirement of the
mixed ambient air. outer stream and inner stream. Most of the
bypass air flows from the bypass duct through the eight struts to
the inner annulus and then exhausts through the open-positioned
inner plug nozzle. Some of the bypass flow passes through the
twenty-four Variable Area Bypass Injector (VABI) doors and is
mixed with core flow. This feature allows the engine to be ope-
rated efficiently with the limited variation in the outer nozzle
throat area.
Subsonic Cruise, Figure 27b
The suppressor chutes are in the stowed position. The
outer shroud to be positioned to match the throat area, and the
ejector inlet is closed. The ejector flaps are rotated to match
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The suppressor chutes are in the stowed position. The
outer shroud is positioned to match the throat area. and the
ejector shroud is positioned in the forward (closed ambient in-
let) position relative to the translating shroud. The trailing
edges of the ejector flaps are positioned to match the full ex-
pansion area of the outer and inner stream mixture. The flap
positions vary from partially closed to fully open as the nozzle
pressure ratio increases during the climb/acceleration portion of
the flight profile. The low temperature rise (600-I000 °) augmen-
tot is operating to provide the required climb/acceleration
thr1!st_ The bypass airflow is reg11]at_d by the VAB! and the
inner plug nozzle to match the total airflow requirements consis-
tent with the outer nozzle throat area. Most of the bypass air
is mixed with the outer stream for high internal performance.
Thus, the inner nozzle is nearly closed.
Supersonic Cruise, Fiqure 27d
The suppressor chutes are in the stowed position. The
outer shroud is positioned to match the cruise throat area. The
ejector inlet is closed, and the ejector flaps are positioned
fully open to minimize base drag and optimize internal expansion
area requirements for high supersonic performance. The bypass
air is mixed with the core stream for highest internal perform-
ance, and the translating center plug nozzle is closed.
Reverser Thrust, Figure 27e
The suppressor chutes are in the stowed position. The
outer shroud is fully extended to expose the reverser cascades to
the outer stream flowpath and the ambient air. In this position
blocker doors are deployed from the shroud at the plug crown to
divert the outer stream to the cascades. The discharge from the
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Ireverser cascades is controlled by cascade circumferential loca-
tion and cascade vane orientation to prevent aircraft impingement
and engine reingestion. The e_ector is in the closed inlet posi-
tion. and the ejector flaps are near closed, matching the ap-
proach area position. The center plug is closed, and VABI doors
are open to mix the bypass air with the outer stream so that most
of the engine airflow is utilized for reverse thrust. Tables 4
through 6 show the Cycle Sizing Data. Exhaust System Design






Exhaust System Materials Results
Advanced materials and processes that will permit use of m
better materials are continuously monitored for application to |
products such as the AST exhaust system. For high strength to
m
density ratios at intermediate temperatures, the Titanium Alumi- i
nide materials (TiAI and Ti3AI) appear to be very promising.
These materials would be applied to the outer shroud and inner i
plug components. At higher temperatures. MA956 and the Rene'
series of nickel base alloy would be used. MA956 is expected to i
i
be an improved liner material replacing Hastalloy X and HSI88.
The Rapid Solidification Plasma Deposition (RSPD) manufacturing |approach is expected to broaden the application of the Rene'
superalloys such as RI20 and R125 from casting and forgings to n
sheet metal forms of construction, thus increasing the strength i
to weight ratio and temperature capabilities of sheet metal com-
fabricated with I718 or R41. These superalloys will iponents now
be applied to the structure outer plug. e_ector structure and
ejector flaps. For very high temperatures, ceramics and Car- i
J
bon-Carbon are promising materials. Silicon ceramic is applied
to the flameholder and oxidation inhibited Carbon-Carbon is i|applied to the sound absorption panels on the ejector flaps and
inner plug surface. These materials along with the gas pressures B
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Exhaust System Weiqht Results
The preliminary weight estimate of the ejector exhaust
system is 6.215 ibs. This is an increase of 1.910 Ibs. relative
to the 20-chute suppressor design and 2.456 Ibs. relative to the
coannular nozzle. The nozzles studied for this report were based
on a 15 ° plug half-angle. The lower plug angle not only in-
creases the plug length but also increases the outer shroud
travel which in turn increases the length of the forward struc-
ture of the nozzle. All of these increase the weight of the noz-
zle. The increase in weight of the 20-chute with the 15 ° plug
relative to one with an 18 ° plug is 345 Ibs. Exhaust System









































Aircraft mission performance is a function of aircraft
system weight, payload, trip fuel. acoustics and installed per-
formance; hence, the effect of these subsystems on TOGW was
determined through the mission analysis process to define perfor-
mance versus TOGW tradeoffs.
Using the performance data generated in the conceptual
design section the mission analysis was performed for the
GE21-V50C engine cycle. The missio_ analysis computer program
was set up to represent the aerodynamic and weight characteris-
tics of the NASA AST-2 airplane shown in Figure 29 and the AST
Mission B profile shown in Figure 30, which includes a i,iii km
(600 nmi) subsonic cruise segment and a supersonic cruise at Mach
2.32 on a hot (+8°C) day.
Engine performance data was generated for key mission
flight conditions (supersonic cruise, subsonic cruise, climb,
acceleration, takeoff and landing) for the engine cycle. The
engine cycle was then run in the mission for a range of engine
takeoff airflow sizes. The mission range was held constant at
7,408 km (4,000 nmi), and the TOGW varied with engine airflow
size. Curves of TOGW versus engine takeoff airflow size
(WVS/6) for a 7,408 km (4,000 nmi) mission "B" were gene-
rated as shown in Figure 31. These curves were generated for the
three exhaust systems, namely, the ejector shroud, the 20-chute
suppressor and the coannular baseline nozzles. The curves
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Enqine and Noise Sizinq for Takeoff
The sizing analysis for engine and noise at takeoff condi-
tions included the following subtasks:
Generation of TOGW vs. airflow characteristics for the
Ejector Shroud. 20-chute suppressor and the coannular
unsuppressed nozzles to meet mission requirements.
Engine sizing for takeoff distance of specified field
length.
Aircraft/engine noise estimation using noise levels
(per FAR 36).
Figure 32 describes the flow of work and the interrelation
of the subtasks.
Engine Cycle/Acoustic Data
As indicated earlier in the text, there are three types of
noise suppression schemes as follows:
Coannular noise suppression
Multi-chute (20) mechanical noise supppressors
Acoustically treated ejector shroud.
The noise suppression effectiveness was evaluated individ-
ually and the net suppression arrived at through an acoustic
addition algorithm depending on the combinations to be evaluated.
Acoustic data generated by previous FAA study (Reference
5) were used to estimate coannular suppression noise level
(EPNdB) versus mass averaged exhaust jet velocities (Vmix)
and exhaust jet velocity ratio (VR=V_cold/V_hot). These
J J
ideal critical noise parameters. Vmi x and VR), were
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I Figure 33. Predicted Noise Versus Aircraft TOGW.
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The results produced two plots:
Variation of TOGW with Vmi x
Variation of noise (FAR 36 Stage 3) with Vmi x.
Eliminating the independent variable Vmi x produced a
crossplot of TOGW [for 7.408 km (4.000 nmi) range] versus traded
noise. Superimposing the noise suppression due to the 20-chute
mechanical suppressor, and further, that due to the acoustically
treated ejector shroud on the coannular suppression produced TOGW
versus noise for various degrees of noise suppression as shown in
Figure 33. There are two curves for the Ejector Shroud nozzle.
one with and one without shock cell control. The superiority of
the ejector nozzle concept at low noise levels is clearly evident
from this plot.
The combination of the TOGW versus takeoff airflow
(ib/sec) and noise versus airflow plot produced a third plot.
Figure 34. which enables any two of the variables. TOGW. takeoff
airflow and noise to be determined, given the noise level and the
type of nozzle. For example, to find the commensurate airflow
and TOGW for an ejector shroud nozzle, no shock cell noise
control at 104.7 EPNdB noise level, enter 104.7 on the noise
level axis to determine approximately 860 ib/sec airflow and
about 765.000 Ibs TOGW. To achieve equivalent noise reduction
using the 20-chute suppressor will require 862.000 Ibs TOGW.
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Figure 34. AST Mission Analysis Results for the Coannular, 20-Chute
and Ejector Shroud Exhaust Systems.
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Table 8 summarizes Mission Analysis results on the basis
of installed performance estimated during the conceptual design
phase. The above results were modified to reflect test perfor-








































PRELIMINARY MISSION ANALYSIS RESULTS SUMMARY SHOWING
COMMENSURATE AIRFLOW AND TOGW NECESSARY TO SATISFY








































8.0 TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION
The tests described in this report were run in a static
test stand and a transonic wind tunnel at the FluiDyne Medicine
Lake Aerodynamic Laboratory.
8.1 STATIC THRUST STAND
The static thrust stand is the static (M = 0) wind tunnel
setup and checkout facility. It consists of the piping which
supplies dried, heated air from the 2,500 psia air storage sys-
tems to the sting-mounted flow-through force balance. This
....... _ally in Figure _ba, allows static check-
_ac_1_y, chown schemat - --
out of the model balance, instrumentation and data acquistion
systems before the sting is installed in the wind tunnel. Proper
performance of this facility was verified by testing a standard
ASME nozzle.
Nozzle pressure ratios up to 30 were achieved by enclosing
the model in a 48-inch diameter test cabin equipped with a sec-
ond-throat diffuser. This arrangement operated as a no-flow
ejector whereby the model provided altitude simulation through
the pumping effect of its own exhaust flow. Ambient pressure
(nozzle exhaust pressure) was calcuiated as the average of 16
sidewall static taps. The 16 taps showed essentially constant
pressure in the test cabin. Circulation velocities were measured
using fore- and aft-facing total pressure probes and were found
to be low (less than 50 ft/sec). Test cell interference effects
were found to be negligible for most configurations. Test cabin
bleed ports were provided as a means of stabilizing cabin pres-
sure.
8.2 TRANSONIC WIND TUNNEL
The transonic wind tunnel has a 66 in. x 66 in. slot-
ted-wall test section, and Figure 35b shows the tunnel


































installation schematic. Figure 36 shows an overall view of the
tunnel. This is an induction-type tunnel in which atmospheric
air is drawn through the test section using air ejectors to re-
duce the downstream pressure. The required test section Mach
number is obtained by controlling the mass flow to the ejectors.
Water condensation in the test section is avoided by burning pro-
pane upstream of the inlet.
Tunnel Mach numbers for the tests spanned Mach Numbers M =
.35, .45 and .90.
The exhaust nozzle model and the force balance system were
supported in the test cell by a cantilevered 10-inch diameter
tube. The model support tube consis£s of two concentric pipes,
with the dried and heated model air (obtained from a 2,500 psi
storage system) being supplied to the model through the inner
pipe. Thinning of the boundary layer on the support tube was
achieved by using the facility vacuum system (33,500 ft 3) to
remove the low energy air adjacent to the tube through a per-
forated section upstream of the test model.
8.3 FORCE BALANCE SYSTEM
Performance data taken in the static and wind tunnel test
stands were obtained by force measurement using a dual-passage
flow-through strain-gage force balance system. This system con-
sists of two choked ASME metering nozzles, two flexible seals,
and an axial force flexure. Figure 37 shows a schematic of the
in-flight force balance system, test model assembly, and station
nomenclature.
The force balance calibration determined the output char-
acteristics of both the force balance flexure and the two elastic
seals. The balance was first calibrated with the seals unpres-
surized to determine the "straight pull" calibration coefficient.
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IK 2. The balance interior was then pressurized to produce seal
pressure differentials. 6P. This pressure loading produces a
downstream force on the balance. Additional loads (Wx) are
applied to decrease or increase the net load to simulate actual




A summation of forces at the seal station indicates the
axial balance force:
H o = C2K 2 = 6P 2
I
(A 2 + 6A2) + 6p 6 (A 6 + 6A6) + Wx" I
Since 6P acts upon each of two identical seals in this
dual nozzle system. 6A 2 is assumed equal to dA 6 when both
seals are exposed to the same differential pressure and balance
force (balance deflection) and an overall seal effective area




C2K 2 - W x - 6P (A 2 + A 6)
6A = 6A 2 + _A 6 = _p
dA was then curve-fit as a function of H and 6P so that a
o
correction term could be included in the balance force calcula-
tion. When used to reduce test data. dA for each seal was
defined by Ho and the 6P at each seal.
Additional calibrations were performed for single passage
tests. For these cases, the seal effective area increase was
defined:
C2K 2 - W x - 6P2A 2
6A2 = _P2
6A 6 =






















8.4 INSTRUMENTATION AND DATA ACQUISITION
The following instrumentation and data acquisition systems




















0-i.000 psi Statham transducer
0-2,000 psi Statham transducer
0-i00 psi Statham transducer
0-50 psi Statham _r_n_a,,_or
0--30 psi multi-port transducer





The required nozzle flow was set by regulating the total
air flow to obtain the desired Pt 8. while regulating a
motorized flow-splitter to obtain the desired Pt87. The
external flow Mach number in the wind tunnel was set using the
tunnel air ejectors, the boundary layer suction was adjusted with
sting vacuum control, and the upstream tunnel propane burners
were ignited to produce a desired freestream air temperature rise
to prevent test section water vapor condensation. After the flow
conditions and instrumentation systems stabilized, the outputs
from the force balance, transducers and thermocouples were re-
corded. All systems were then shut down and recorder outputs
were labelled and filed.
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For tests performed in the static thrust test cabin, am-
bient pressure (and therefore model pressure ratio) was con-
trolled by model mass flow rate. Test cabin in-bleed'was used to























Scale models representing the full scale baseline coannu-
far. 20-chute suppressor, and the ejector shroud exhaust systems
were tested. Each of these models consisted of several configu-
rations which simulated nozzle operating modes of interest. The
model support weldment, shown (hatched) in Figure 37, forms the
outer passage charging station. The coaxial inner passage charg-
ing station for the inner plug is supplied by a separately
metered flow. This charging station hardware is common to all
the models tested. The outer and inner passage charging stations
were instrumented with 4 ten-element and 2 five-element
area-weighted total pressure rakes, respectively, with inner and
_,,_-v_._.=,=I!...statlc pressure taps luuat_d at _u,,....Ldk_ pOSitiOn.
The coannular plug system is common to all models and
configurations. The inner nozzle throat area was adjusted by
translating the center plug through the use of spacers. For con-
figurations with the inner passage completely closed, the inner
passage flow conditioning screens were replaced with a blank-off
plate to avoid pressurizing the inner passage flexible seal. In
this condition flow was delivered to the model through the outer
passage meter only. Temperature data was acquired by calculating
the Joule-Thomson temperature drop (adiabatic throttling) from
the meter to the charging station. All interchangeable model
components featured quick-disconnect O-ring type pressure instru-
mentation.
Static pressure taps were installed inlayed on outer sur-
faces of the nacelle and outer cowl except where static testing
only was required. Static taps were also installed inlayed on
the main plug, center plug, or surfaces of the inner and outer
passages through the throat regions to the trailing edges of the
cowls. Base taps were installed on all cowls and suppressor
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chutes, and ejector shroud translating beams were instrumented
with pressure taps as well. Table 9 summarizes test model
instrumentation.
9.1 BASELINE COANNULAR MODEL
The baseline coannular scale model flowpaths were based on
full scale coannular (unsuppressed) nozzle with a 15 ° coannular
plug system. Spool pieces were used to vary shroud positions to
set throat and exit areas to simulate takeoff, subsonic and
supersonic cruise modes. Figure 38 shows the coannular (unsup-
pressed) nozzle test configurations, and Figure 39 shows the
coannular baseline nozzle dimensional information. Full scale
details were duplicated to the greatest extent possible with the
exception of introduction of additional model parting lines to
facilitate configuration change over and reduce the likelihood of
damage during assembly and disassembly. Typical coannular model
assembly methods are shown in Figure 40. Coannular baseline con-
figurations tested are shown in Table I0. The four configura-
tions were tested under varying conditions of tunnel Mach number,
nozzle bypass ratio (A88/As) and outer and inner pressure
ratios (k 8. k88), respectively. Photographs of two coan-
nular baseline nozzle configurations, supersonic and subsonic
cruise modes, are shown in Figure 41.
9.2 BASELINE 20-CHUTE SUPPRESSOR MODEL
The design of the scale model flowpaths was based on a
full scale 20-chute suppressor nozzle with a 15 ° coannular plug
system. Spool pieces were used to vary shroud positions to set
nozzle throat and exit areas to simulate takeoff, subsonic cruise
and supersonic cruise modes. To avoid the complexity of suppres-
sor chute actuating mechanisms, two different shroud pieces
emulating the chute "deployed" and "stowed" modes were used. The






















































































































































































































































by chute retraction, and commensurately, a ring component emulat-
ing "stowed chutes" was installed on the plug surface. This pro-
vided means for determining the effect of the stowed chutes on
performance. Typical 20-chute model assembly methods are shown
in Figure 40. Figure 42 shows the 20-chute suppressor test con-
figurations, and Figures 43 and 44 show 20-chute nozzle dimen-
sional information and chute profile respectively. The high
radius-ratio requirement of the 20-chute nozzle for takeoff noise
suppression required larger nacelle radius than the coannular;
therefore, different scale factors had to be applied to enable
the models to share a common plug system. The six configurations
tested under varying conditions of tunnel Mach number, nozzle
bypass _atio (A881A8), and outer and inner nozzle pressure
ratios (k 8. k88) are shown in Table I. Photographs of
the 20-chute suppressor nozzle in various operating modes are
shown in Figures 45 and 46.
9.3 EJECTOR SHROUD MODEL
The scale model flowpaths were based on full scale e)ector
shroud nozzle design with a 15 ° coannular plug system. Different
e_ector pieces were used to vary nozzle throat and exit areas to
simulate takeoff, subsonic cruise, transonic acceleration, and
supersonic cruise modes. Additional parting lines were intro-
duced to facilitate model assembly and reduce the likelihood of
damage.
The e_ector shroud nozzle used the 20-chute suppressor
nozzle as the basis for development. To accommodate the elector
shroud translation and flap rotation provisions, new forward
shroud pieces had to be created. In so doing the e_ector shroud
nozzle nacelle diameter was increased relative to the 20-chute
suppressor nozzle, but the chute deployment and stowage pro-
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The primary reason for the ejector shroud nozzle develop-
ment is the noise abatement potential associated with it, but
also inherent in the ejector design feature is the thrust augmen-
tation benefits available during takeoff. Maximum thrust augmen-
tation is realized at an optimum setback where setback is defined
as the distance between ejector leading edge and nozzle shroud
boattail faces as shown in Figure 47. To identify the optimum
setback position experimentally, five setback provisions were
made available, which invariably determined ejector inlet area
and hence, the air induction characteristics. During subsonic
cruise, transonic acceleration and supersonic cruise modes, the
ejector setback is set to zero (equivalent to zero ejector inlet
area); the suppressor is stowed and the shroud boattail scalloped
cavities left by the stowed chute suppressors are filled by scal-
loped cavity fillers mounted on ejector leading edge f_ce to pro-
vide a smooth path for gas expansion. Figures 47 and 48 show
ejector nozzle test configurations, and Figures 49 through 52
show ejector nozzle model dimensional information. Since ejector
shroud flap hinges for rotation purposes were not duplicated in
the models, shroud model pieces representing the different flight
regimes were made of interchangeable solid pieces. The thirteen
configurations were tested under varying conditions of tunnel
Mach number nozzle bypass ratio (A88/As)o and outer and inner
nozzle pressure ratio (k8, k88) are shown in Table ii.
EOector nozzle model assembly methods are shown in Figure 53, and
model photographs of the various Ejector Nozzle Configurations
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i0.0 FACILITY DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES
The following subsections describe facility data reduction
procedures (flow rate and thrust measurements) as they apply to
the coannular, suppressor and e_ector shroud model tests per-
formed in the static stand and in the wind tunnel. Model station
notation is defined in Figure 37.
i0.i FLOW RATES
The mass flow rates through the test nozzles were deter-
mined using two choked ASME long-radius metering nozzles. The
inner nozzle flow rate was determined at Station i0 and the outer
nozzle flow rate was determined at Station 5, using the following
equations.
WI=W88 =KICDIAIPt l/_ Tt 1
Ws=Ws=K5CD5A5Pt5 /_ Tt5
Total temperatures were measured at the meter charging
stations and the critical flow factor, K, was calculated as a
function of total pressure and total temperature using an equa-




where A=AI(Tt+Tt2), B=BI(Tt+Tt2), and C=Cl(Tt+Tt 2) and A I, B I, and
C 1 are coefficients of the polynomial. This equation was
obtained by curve-fitting data from Reference 4 and applies for
0<Pt<1000 psia and 460<Tt<560°R.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Meter discharge coefficients were calculated as a function
of the throat Reynolds number, using a semi-empirical equation
CD=I_0.184 RN -0"2
Meter geometric throat areas, A 1 and A 5. were 1.0790
and 1.0658 in2, respectively, and the total pressure for each
meter was calculated using the measured static pressure and the
isentropic pressure ratio for the measured critical area ratio at
the meter charging station. See Figure 37.
Therefore,
Ptl=Plc/.9920 and Pt5=PSc/.9920
Calculated flow rates (Ibm/Sec) for tests with the
flow-through balance system were in the ranges shown:
10.2
12 < W 5 < 23;





THRUST MEASUREMENT: DUAL FLOW
Static thrust of nozzle is defined as the axial momentum
of the exhuast flow. plus the excess of exit pressure over am-
bient pressure times the exit area.
H=mVe+(Pe-Pa)Ae
For wind tunnel tests, the measured thrust included form and
friction drag on the external model surfaces. The actual thrust
for the dual flow model tests was determined by applying the
momentum equation to the control volume shown in Figure 37. The























entering stream thrusts (F 1 and FS), the axial balance force
(Ho), various pressure-area terms and the axial exit stream
thrust (H + PaAe ). Summing axial forces,
I H=FI+F5+P 2 (A2+AA2-AI)+P6(A6+&A 6-A 5)+P 4(A 4-A 2-aA 2-A 6-6A #-P _ _H o










pressure inside the cavity surrounding the seal
and load cell, and A 4. the forward nacelle cross-sectional area
at the support tube metric break station. A 4 ranged between
78.54 in 2 (20-chute) and 97.05 in 2 (ejector shroud). Exter-
nal nozzle boattail drag forces were accounted for in the above
equation _..___ho-models were run in the wind __****_ and are included
in the H term.
o
Pa is the ambient pressure surrounding the model. For
static stand tests P4" the balance cavity pressure, is equal to
the ambient pressure; and for static tests exhausting to atmos-
phere, Pa is barometric pressure. Ambient pressure for static
tests in the test cabin is the average of test cell static pres-
sure tap readings. Measured wind tunnel plenum pressures were
corrected as _ fnnct_nn nf t,nt _m_t_nn Math nllmh_r th _rm{nm
P for wind-on tests.
a
The stream thrust (F 1 and F5) is the exit stream
thrust of the choked long-radius ASME nozzle and is calculated
using a semi-empirical expression at the critical pressure ratio




The factor G corrects the stream thrust (calculated using ideal








A = .601347 x i0
-9
B = 1.50556 x i0
-11
C = 2.2751 x 10
This equation was obtained by curve-fitting data from
Reference 7 and applies for 460<Tt<560°R and O<Pt<1000
Thrust coefficients CT 1 and CT 5 were thuspsia.
calculated as follows:
CT=I-0.109 RN-0.2
10.3 THRUST MEASUREMENTS: SINGLE PASSAGE
For single meter, single passage configurations, the re-
dundant meter was blanked off at the meter charging station.
Therefore, for outer passage only tests, Station 1 meter was
blanked off and the inner passage flow conditioning screens re-
placed with a blank-off plate to avoid pressurizing (or evacu-
ating the P2 seal cavity. In this case the blank-off seal
cavity was vented to Station 4, which is at ambient pressure for
static stand tests and very nearly at ambient pressure for wind
tunnel tests. This venting was necessary to prevent a large tare
force which otherwise would result from the difference between








































Ii.0 MODEL DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES
The following subsections describe model data analysis
procedures used for the coannular baseline, 20-chute suppressor,
and the Ejector Shroud Nozzle tests. Station notation is defined
in Figure 37.
Ii. 1 MASS-MOMENTUM AVERAGE Pt
To obtain the best representative model charging station
total pressures, the Mass Momentum Average Total Pressure tech-
nique was used. This method yields a better representative
average total pressure in a nonuniform flow field by averaging
flow properties that simultaneously satisfy both continuity and
momentum equations.
For the tests, the total pressure profile at each of the
charging station rakes was integrated using the mass-momentum
technique, assuming a linear variation between the static pres-
sures measured on the inner and outer walls at each rake. The
average charging station total pressure was then defined as the
average from the separate rake integrations.
11.2 PRESSURE DATA
Pressure instrumentation for facility and charging station
were described previously. All other pressures in the model were
measured using the PSI system. Model pressure data were reduced
to absolute pressure (psia) and dimensionless ratios (P/Pa"
P/Pt88, P/Pts). See Table 12 for coannular, 20-chute and
























Nozzle discharge coefficients were defined as the ratio of
actual flow rate through the nozzle, to the ideal isentropic flow
rate at the overall nozzle pressure ratio. Defining nozzle pres-
sure ratios as k88 = Pt88/P a and k8 = Pts/P a
where Pa is the ambient pressure.
The discharge coefficients were calculated as
CD88=W88/W88i=wI/W88 i and CDs=W8/W8i=Ws/W8 i
WRR._Pt _ w t_.i_ / _ T.
--1 -88"'88"'88' ..... '88/ I _88
W8i=Pt8A8K8 (A*/A)8/ _Tt 8
T T
t88 and t8 were calculated from the measured values
and Tt by subtracting the temperature drop due toof Tt 1 5
throttling of the flow between the meters and test nozzles=
These temperature drops were calculated from Joule-Thomson throt-
tling data.
lier.
K88 and K 8 are the critical flow factors defined ear-
Model throat areas were determined from model throat mea-
surements.
11.4 THRUST COEFFICIENTS
The thrust coefficient was defined as the ratio of actual
thrust to the ideal thrust of the outer passage flow (expanded
127
from Pt 8 to Pa ) plus the ideal thrust of the inner passage
flow (expanded from Pt88 to Pa ). Thus.
H where H = Net thrust
CT-m88vi89+mSvi9
The ideal thrust (mv i) was calculated from the actual
mass flow and the dimensionless ideal thrust function based on
nozzle pressure ratio. The ideal thrust was calculated as:
m8Vi8 = (A*/A) 8 CD8A8Pt8 (mivi/PtA*) 8
m88Vi88=(A*/A)88CD88A88Pt88(mivi/PtA*)88
__L_
where PtA *=Y +1 [_.-W,_j
In flight (wind-tunnel) thrust coefficients were referred
to as "thrust-minus-drag-coefficients" because the measured









































12.0 DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
The exhaust system thrust coefficient defined as the ac-
tual thrust produced divided by the ideal thrust is a measure of
exhaust system efficiency. However, the actual thrust measured
is influenced by pressure losses due to flow duct aerodynamic
design, instrumentation rakes, fan and turbine frames and struts,
etc., as well as overall flow surface conditions. For instance,
two identical nozzles, same areas, geometry, flow conditions, but
different instrumentation, frames, struts and surface conditions
will register different levels of actual thrust by virtue of dif-
ferent levels of pressure losses manifested by different flowpath
obstacles. The differences in thrust coefficients for the above
nozzles, therefore, are indicative of pressure losses asso_iat_
with the flowpath obstacles and external influences and not the
isolated nozzles in question. It becomes important, then, as a
means of evaluating the efficiency of an isolated exhaust system
to discount all hardware dependent losses in order to obtain a
fair appraisal of the exhaust system geometry. The efficiency of
such isolated nozzle is termed the exit thrust coefficient.
A similar situation exists between subscale and full scale
exhaust systems where though similar, geometrically, are very
different in many respects, such as absolute operating pressures
and temperatures. Reynolds numbers, instrumentation, construction
details, surface conditions, etc. For this reason it is impera-
tive to establish a common reference of equivalence from where
proper adjustments can be made to transform model coefficients to
full scale coefficients and vice versa. This common reference is
the exit thrust coefficient--a measure of nozzle geometry effec-
tiveness for both the model and the full scale nozzle.
The exit thrust coefficient establishes a geometric simi-
larity between test model and full scale nozzle and therefore
represents the thrust coefficient of both nozzles with system
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dependent calculable loss effects removed, i.e., skin friction,
rake effects, base drag, protuberances, gaps, etc. To obtain
full scale coefficients, full scale nozzle dependent losses of
ducts, struts, links, rakes, bolts and other protuberances are
calculated or tested and subtracted from the exit coefficients.
In this case the loss items are flight path dependent due to Rey-
nolds number effects and are treated accordingly.
The exit coefficient is appropriately a measure of nozzle
angularity loss and expansion efficiency. Ideally, the exit
coefficient for a perfect nozzle should be unity but a practical
expectation is 0.995 Z .0025. Thus, a nozzle with an exit thrust
coefficient near unity is an excellent performing design provided
it is operating at peak design, and the nozzle cannot be made
more favorable based on other trades. However, introduction of
augmentation devices can cause the exit coefficient to go above
unity as has been noted for ejector nozzles.
For this program, exit and full scale coefficient analyses
were performed for all three nozzle systems. Model test coeffi-
cients were transformed to exit coefficients, to rid them of
model dependent losses, and finally transformed to full scale
coefficients to put back full scale dependent loss effects as
evidenced by higher temperatures, Reynolds numbers, etc. The
process was accomplished by adding the sum of model dependent
losses to the model coefficients to obtain exit coefficients and
similarly subtracting full scale dependent losses from the exit
coefficients to obtain full scale coefficients. The full scale
losses were calculated using full scale dimensions and actual







































13.0 PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All nozzle concepts tested showed good exit coefficient
characteristics within practical limits for conventional nozzles
with the exception of the ejector subsonic cruise configuration
and, to a lesser degree, the 20-Chute takeoff configuration as
shown in Figure 56 in a bar chart form. These two configurations
by virture of their unconventional features exhibited more exit
losses.
The ejector subsonic cruise aerodynamic performance reduc-
tion resulted from the ejector takeoff acoustics and supersonic
Im_ process which compromised sub-.......... z ...... _cs opt _at_on
sonic cruise performance. In a similar manner the 20-chute take-
off aerodynamics was subordinated to the takeoff acoustics and
hence the reduced performance, even though to a lesser degree.
However, for the ejector takeoff configuration, which also em-
bodies the 20-chute suppressor features, ejector thrust augmenta-
tion appears to make up for the suppressor exit losses. For this
reason ejector takeoff exit coefficients show values sometimes
higher than unity in static tests to demonstrate the effect of
eiector thrn_t Rllgmmn_tlnn _hm _1111 _=1_ ,=_A_on __=_
thrust coefficients (Figures 57-60) appear fairly good for all
configurations tested except, once again, the ejector subsonic
cruise configuration. Stackup of performance and loss coeffi-
cients showed that for the e_ector subsonic cruise configuration.
the losses are mainly from internal expansion and boattail drag.
The data will be particularly important for tuning the e_ector
takeoff and subsonic cruise configuration geometries to improve
performance.
Despite the losses mentioned above, the ejector nozzle
shows high potential for being an efficient expansion exhaust
system. Development work should focus on improving the calcul-
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individual configurations for the mission design points. The
full scale thrust and loss coefficient stackup bar charts shown
in Figures 57 through 60 are an important roadmap for identifying
development needs.
Nozzle afterbody drag characteristics behave in relation
l to nozzle sizing parameter A9external/Ama x as defined in Fig-
ures 61 and 62. Therein, the low afterbody drag nozzles like the
I coannular, the 20-chute, and the ejector supersonic cruise con-
figurations show a relatively higher Agexternal/Ama x ratios
than the Ejector subsonic cruise configuration which shows high
afterbody drag. One of the ways of improving the ejector sub-
sonic cruise performance is to find a means of increasing the







As shown in Figure 62, the Ejector Area Ratio (EAR) varied
with ejector setback due to model construction techniques. No
specific test was conducted to ascertain what an optimum EAR
should be. It is another potential area of investigation to







The following discussions provide a synopsis of the test
data for each basic configuration.
13.1 COANNULAR NOZZLE
The coannular nozzle is an efficient thrust producing noz-
zle. It is generally smaller in diameter and has low boattail
angle in relation to the other nozzles. Though endowed with high
thrust coefficients, its poor overall acoustic suppression quali-
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Takeoff - Figures 56 and 57
The takeoff configuration is a conic nozzle for acoustic
reasons and due to its smaller diameter the takeoff NPR is 3.5 as
opposed to 2.9 for the others, to provide the necessary mass flow.
The measured peak exit coefficient is .996 at NPR=2.2,
well within the expected values for conventional nozzles but it
is operating off peak. The full scale expansion loss at 3.5 NPR
is 1.5%; however, the plug recovers about 0.3%. The inner nozzle
open condition provides a slight performance improvement due to
lower friction. The installed performance loss is approximately
1% at takeoff.
Subsonic -Figures 56 and 58
The measured peak exit thrust coefficient is approximately
unity, indicating that near ideal expansion has been achieved for
the design. The inner nozzle in the open position suggests a
slight improvement in installed performance. The subsonic cruise
installed performance loss is approximately 3.5% at an NPR=3.3.
Supersonic - Figures 56 and 60
The measured peak exit thrust coefficient of 0.994 is a
good design value, and the static installed performance is
0.989. Because of low afterbody drag characteristics for the
coannular, the overall installed performance can be expected to
be very good.
13.2 20-CHUTE NOZZLE
The 20-chute configuration design is similar to the coan-
nular nozzle with the exception of the 20-chute mechanical sup-







































non-takeoff operations it maintains some of the high thrust coan-
nular-like features when the chutes are stowed. It has a larger
diameter than the coannular as a condition for satisfying the
high chute radius ratio requirements for acoustic effectiveness.
The 20-chute sacrifices a little performance for acoustic sup-
pression, and the slightly larger diameter exacts some drag
losses.
Takeoff - Figures 56 and 57
The measured peak exit coefficient is 0.991 at NPR=2.2 and
decreases when the inner nozzle is opened; a condition contrary
to the coannuiar nozzle behavior. The diffe=ence here is that
the deployed chutes at takeoff operate as twenty discrete conic
nozzles whose lets mix only towards the end of the plug. This
may be why it does not take advantage of the lower friction plug
for inner-nozzle-open condition. The lower than expected exit
coefficient is slightly below the practical conventional limits.
The chutes account for over 1% internal friction loss at takeoff
and an additional 1/2% installed. The net installed efficiency
loss of the 20-chute relative to the coannular nozzle is approxi-
mately 4% at takeoff.
Subsonic Cruise - Figures 56 and 58
The measured peak exit coefficient is 0.995. an excellent
value. The 20-Chute has approximately 3% additional installation
loss relative to the coannular at subsonic cruise. This perfor-
mance loss is attributable to the shape and higher projected area
of the scalloped cowling.
Supersonic Cruise - Figures 56 and 60
The peak exit coefficient is 0.992 and is evaluated as
fair. The reason may be the unconventional scalloped cowling.
The static overall thrust coefficient is 0.985. a good value.
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13.3 EJECTOR NOZZLE
The e_ector nozzle is an integration of an acoustically
treated e_ector shroud and a 20-chute nozzle. The integration
made it possible for the e_ector nozzle to satisfy the AST mis-
sion goals. The overall performance was good except at the sub-
sonic cruise point. The combination of good overall aerodynamic
and acoustic performance provided the e_ector nozzle with the
best mission results of the three exhaust systems studied. The
subsonic cruise configuration is vulnerable to high boattail drag
and poor internal performance. This stems from AST engine/ex-
haust system sizing guidelines which size engine/exhaust systems
for noise at takeoff and for aerodynamic efficiency at supersonic
cruise. As a result, the intermediate subsonic and transonic
cruise points are decided on "best available performance to
satisfy thrust requirements" basis. In this particular case it
appears the subsonic cruise cycle condition is not compatible
with the configuration design. The result is higher than ex-
pected installation losses. Opportunity exits, however, to
improve these intermediate cycle points, and that is addressed
later.
Takeoff - Fiqures 56 and 57
The e_ector nozzle takeoff performance has a strong depen-
dence on e_ector setback and the results indicated a maximum
e_ector augmentation corresponding with a setback between 16 and
18 inches, full scale Variation of ejector takeoff performance
with setback is shown in Figure 63. The measured exit static
thrust coefficient is above unity for a setback of 12 inches (FS,
Figure 56) indicating the extent of e_ector augmentation at Mach
zero. Incidentally, 12 inches is the largest setback tested
statically, The gains in ejector augmentation were, however,
slightly overcome by large installation and scrubbing drag losses








































































the suppressor chute base drag was reduced by about half by the
installation of ejector at the takeoff condition. The overall
ejector takeoff installed performance is about .5% lower than the
20-chute nozzle.
Subsonic Cruise - Figures 56 and 58
The ejector subsonic cruise configuration is a compromise
between takeoff acoustics and supersonic cruise aerodynamics.
The measured peak exit thrust coefficient at Mach zero is 0.973,
a low value. This compromise resulted in the internal nozzle
expansion-contraction feature that may have caused over 2% loss
in full scale thrust coefficient. This 2% loss estimate is con-
jectured on the basis of a large unexplained loss component on
top of the ejector shroud subsonic cruise bar chart in Fig-
ure 58. Such large unexplained loss is usually indicative of
some nozzle deficiency, and for the ejector shroud subsonic
cruise nozzle configuration with less than ideal internal area
distribution that anomaly becomes a prime suspect. The design
compromise also resulted in a high boattail angle with about 13%
installation loss. The installation loss has been verified by
nozzle pressure integrations.
The ejector takeoff configuration was tested under sub-
sonic cruise conditions to determine if the lower boattail angle
could manifest itself in a lower boattail drag and an overall
full scale thrust coefficient improvement. An overall perfor-
mance loss of 6% relative to the bonafide subsonic cruise con-
figuration was observed, and adjusting for chute base drag posted
a gain of 4% for an overall loss of 2%. The test was conducted
at 18 inches setback, full scale and chute may, also, have
affected the ejector flow. Interestingly, the shallow boattail
angle reduced the boattail drag by 91% relative to the bonafide








































important aspect of setback ejector operation; though the ejector
can produce a large static thrust augmentation, there is some
forward velocity (tunnel Mach number) beyond which the ejector
becomes a performance handicap, and it appears Mach .9 is within
the velocity of diminishing returns. It is a fact that there is
a performance lapse rate. as a function of tunnel Mach number,
associated with any particular e)ector inlet design, and it is
equally conceivable that a shallower angle ejector inlet can
decrease the performance lapse rate. Such optimism, however,
should be tempered with the fact that shallower inlet angles
necessitate longer shroud translations to achieve equivalent
ejector inlet areas and the impact of weight is obvious. A
performance versus ejector inlet design and weight impact study
will be beneficial.
The problem with the ejector subsonic cruise configura-
tion, though manifested as an aerodynamic problem, may be solved
by subsonic cruise cycle redefinition and configuration area
ratio rescheduling. The fundamental problem, it appears, is sub-
sonic cruise cycle-hardware configuration incompatibility. How-
ever, the issue o£ compatibility can be resolved by performing a
system trade study using the "Takeoff Acoustics-Supersonic Cruise
Aerodynamics" compromise as boundary conditions.
In this way, the problem becomes an exercise in vari-
ational calculus whereby the goal will be to determine the cycle
condition and area ratio schedule that will produce the required
subsonic cruise thrust efficiently (i.e., at the least specific
fuel consumption). The solution of this variational calculus
problem will determine the appropriate cycle area ratio, boattail
angle, etc., that will yield the least SFC and, consequently, the
optimum subsonic cruise thrust coefficient. Figure 58 illus-
trates subsonic cruise performence improvement approach. To
illustrate the potential improvement likely to be realized, the
ejector subsonic cruise full scale thrust coefficient was evalu-
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ated at an NPR of 4. a legitimate subsonic cruise cycle point.
As can be seen from Figure 58. the full scale thrust coefficient
at NPR of 4 is roughly 5% better than at the nominal NPR of 3.3.
It is reasonable to expect that with the proper area ratio sched-
ule and improved internal contours and some optimization tech-
niques, an additional 7 to 10% improvement can be realized.
Having achieved the means of efficient thrust production, tailor-
ing the thrust available to the thrust required will be a simple
matter, especially if there is more than required.
Transonic Cruise - Fiqures 56 and 5g
The measured peak exit thrust coefficient at static con-
ditions is 0.994. a good value. The stowed chutes show 0.3%
decrement in full scale performance. The transonic cruise con-
figuration can also benefit from a variational calculus exercise
similar to the one prescribed for the subsonic cruise, but to a
lesser extent. To properly assess installed performance at this
condition, wind tunnel testing will have to be conducted.
Supersonic Cruise - Figures 56 and 60
The measured peak exit thrust coefficient is 0.994 based
on constant stream thrust parameter. The stowed chutes show 0.2%
in full scale performance loss. This is the performance anchor
point and the performance was satisfactory with a static thrust
coefficient of .9835. With a calculated external drag coeffi-
cient of about .0058. the full scale installed thrust coefficient
registers at about .9777.
13.4 FLOW VISUALIZATION
The complexity of ejector aerodynamics is demonstrated by








































at optimum setback, as shown in Figures 64 through 66. The flow-
lines, as shown in Figures 64 and 65. seem to suggest that ejec-
tor air induction takes place primarily through inter-chute or
inter-jet spaces. This is supported by the circumferential com'
ponent of the flowlines direction at the nacelle base area and
also at the surfaces of the ejector translation beams. If this
is so. then it means the inducted air does not form an annular
path. as previously envisioned, but rather a series of twenty
isolated paths. This may explain why it took about twice as much
ejector inlet opening than originally estimated to reach the
optimum setback. From Figure 66. it appears the twenty discrete
jets and the ejector inducted air finally coalesce about halfway
through the ejector shroud as shown by the flowlines. More than
one flow visualization test may be required in order to draw the
precise relationship between all the important variables.
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Figure 6 5 .  Ejector Shroud Nozzle Flow Visualization Showing Detai l s  
of Plug and Deployed Chutes (Ejector Shroud Removed). 
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The mission analysis study conducted in Section 7 utilized
conceptual design performance data to establish aircraft TOGW
necessary to fulfill the AST mission. This was done with the
understanding that the TOGW could be adjusted later to reflect
the installed performance when the test program was completed.
During the course of the study, important performance sensitivi-
ties (derivatives) were generated to enable TOGW equivalents to
be calculated for performance increments relative to the pre-
dicted installed performance established during the conceptual
design phase. Table 13 shows performance sensitivities for the
four flight regimes, i.e., takeoff, subsonic cruise, transonic
acceleration and supersonic cruise. The small impact of takeoff
performance on ru_a is very reasonable when the following is con-
sidered: the engine is sized primarily for acoustics so takeoff
thrust is not critical, besides takeoff is a minute fraction of
the mission. On the other hand, at supersonic cruise, which
represents the largest block of mission time, a poor performance
can be costly as shown by the i0,000 pounds penalty in TOGW for a
1% performance increment. Table 14 shows the individual and
aggregate TOGW adjustments made as a result of reconciling the
performance differences between the prediction and test installed
performances. The final TOGW summaries referencing measured
installed performance (except for those otherwise indicated) are
shown in Tables 15 and 16 for the 20-chute and ejector shroud
nozzles, respectively.
Final Mission Analysis Results
The mission analysis results indicate the ejector shroud
as the best among the three nozzle systems studied for the AST
mission, within the constraints of FAR 36 (1969) Stage 3 noise
goal. Comparatively, the ejector nozzle system has 79,000 Ibs
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20-chute nozzle. The results further indicate that all three
noise suppression systems will be required to meet the FAR 36
(1969) Stage 3 noise goals• not absolutely, but within the noise
trading guidelines, with a reasonable engine size. In the same
vein, the coannular is not an attractive concept for AST applica-
tion where Stage 3 noise suppression is the measure of accept-
ability.
The increase in ejector/AST system TOGW from the prelimi-
nary estimate of 765.000 to 806.000 ibm. results from differences
between predicted and measured performance. The aerodynamic
explanation of the details of the performance decrement is
covered under "Performance Discussions" in the test program
results but the bigger issue of not meeting pe_fucmd_Lu_ -=_-
tiono as it relates specifically to the ejector subsonic cruise
mode (shown in Table 17), has wider conceptual implications than
aerodynamics of the subsonic cruise nozzle. As a rule, AST
engines are sized for noise at takeoff and aerodynamically con-
figured for peak performance at supersonic cruise, with inter-
mediate points determined on the basis of best available perfor-
mance. The former is imperative in order to maximize coannular
noise suppression and the latter to minimize sfc and reduce mis-
sion block fuel consumption through high peak installed perfor-
mance. The performance sensitivity shown in Table 13 supports
this procedure by the fact that a 1% decrement in supersonic
cruise performance is equivalent to i0.000 ibm gain in TOGW.
whereas the same performance decrement at subsonic cruise in-
creases TOGW by only 3.000 Ibm. This is why ejector subsonic
cruise nozzle remains second on the performance priority list.
Equally detrimental to the ejector subsonic cruise per-
formance is the "High Radius Ratio" feature of the 20-chute sup-
pressor system which makes it necessary to increase nozzle radius
and. also. the low subsonic cruise thrust requirement which makes
157
it necessary to operate at a low area ratio schedule, thereby
creating a high boattail angle. The low thrust requirement, and
hence the low area ratio schedule, coupled with the high radial
hinge points for the e)ector shroud flaps combined unfavorably to
create less than optimum internal nozzle expansion characteris-
tics and a high boattail angle of 19 °. Figure 67 illustrates the
unfavorable features of the e)ector subsonic cruise configuration
characterized by a diverging-converging internal flowpath for
what normally should be strictly divergent.
There are other subsonic cruise cycle points that, if
adopted, may alleviate the current internal expansion-high boat-
tail angle problem, though the accompanying high thrust output
may not be desirable, particularly during the subsonic cruise leg
following a missed approach (as shown in AST mission, Figure 30)
when aircraft weight as well as thrust demand is low. However,
the available thrust can be modulated to the required levels by
rescheduling e)ector shroud flap settings. Two options are
available for resolving this problem, either by maintaining the
as configured pressure ratio of 3.3 and manipulating flap posi-
tion to improve and reduce internal performance and boattail drag
respectively, or by operating at a higher pressure ratio cycle
option (NPR=4) and modulating the thrust through control of area
ratio settings. Figure 68 illustrates the two options discussed
above. A slight modification of option 1 would be to operate
with the e)ector inlet open, suppressor chutes stowed, and
e)ector shroud flap more fully open to reduce boattail drag.
It is believed that the installed performance deficits
incurred, particularly at the subsonic cruise point, can be re-
stored by choosing the low or high pressure ratio subsonic cruise
cycle point and performing the necessary area ratio reschedul-
ing. It appears that choosing the high pressure ratio point
(NPR=4) will be more prudent since that will assure thrust re-
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Full Scale, IN 2
Figure 67.
Ejector Shroud Nozzle Subsonic Cruise Configuration
Defined By Cycle Sizing Data Showing a Divergent-







ITEM CYCLE NPR A9 B
Option i 3.3 A92 14.5
Option 2 4.0 >__A92 < 14.5
Figure 68. Proposed Options For Subsonic Cruise Installed Performance
Improvement Showing Possible Area Ratio Settings And Cycle







































consumption (sfc) is better at this point and the solution more
consistent with AST mission objectives. The subsonic cruise
point is determined by thrust and since there is a large thrust
reserve (per cycle data) the solution becomes a matter of how
efficiently the large thrust reserve can be tailored to meet
requirements.
It is reasonable to expect the higher pressure ratio sub-
sonic cruise cycle point in combination with the area ratio re-
scheduling to minimize installed performance losses and push the





















15.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The program was successful in establishing the ejector
shroud nozzle as an improved concept for Advanced Supersonic
Transport application in relation to the baseline coannular and
the 20-chute nozzles. The large data base accumulated stands
ready for development initiation when required.
The integrated ejector shroud design is capable of provid-
ing adequate noise reduction to satisfy the FAR 36, Stage 3
guidelines under the "Noise Tradeoff" rules. At an estimated
t_aded noise of 103 EPNdB. the ejector shroud nozzle leads to a
calculated 79.000 pound saving in TOGW relative to the 20-chute
suppressor nozzle, despite the existence of a highly non-opti-
mized ejector flap geometry for subsonic cruise. The coannular
nozzle, however, is not an attractive concept for FAR 36, Stage 3
noise requirement relative to the 20-chute or the ejector shroud
nozzles.
Despite the success of this program, further investigation
ficial in further enhancing aerodynamic performance and noise
suppression. To this end, a clear understanding of ejector aero-
dynamics, particularly in the takeoff mode, must be pursued
because of the wider implication it has, not only for aerodynamic
performance but also for the acoustics as well. The noise ab-
sorption coefficient of the ejector shroud noise treatment is a
function of the aerodynamic variables and therefore a better
understanding of it will enable specific treatment techniques to
be applied to improve the noise absorption coefficient.
The flow visualization test showed the complex interaction
between the twenty discrete chute jets and the tertiary ejector
air induction. It appears the tertiary flow is discretely in-
ducted through inter-jet or inter-chute spaces and thus differs
demonstrably from the conventional ejector characteristics
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NGT FILMED
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thought of as uniform and annular. For the ejector shroud, the
ejector induction process appeared to be controlled by inter-jet
areas rather than the physical ejector opening. This may explain
why it took twice as much setback as originally calculated to
reach optimum setback.
Further complicating the ejector aerodynamic analysis is
the fact that the ejector shroud area ratio (1.07-0.95) varied
with ejector setback. The importance of ejector area ratio in
determining optimum ejector augmentation is undeniable but since
identification of ejector optimum area ratio was not part of pro-
gram objectives, the currently identified optimum ejector setback
may only be provisional. Future development programs should
focus on this as well as conduct more flow visualization studies
to clarify the functional relationships between the important
ejector takeoff configuration variables.
The present ejector nozzle subsonic cruise performance
deficits may possibly be restored through subsonic cruise cycle
redefinition and area ratio schedule changes. Future development
programs should attempt to match engine cycle definition (NPR,
etc.) to nozzle hardware configuration peculiarities in order to
satisfy subsonic thrust requirements at a minimum loss.
The enhancement techniques suggested for the subsonic
cruise configuration can be extended to the transonic accelera-
tion configuration as well, even though the losses are less. The
supersonic cruise configuration was the aerodynamic anchor point
and therefore showed excellent performance. The potential exists
for improving the ejector shroud exhaust system performance,
aerodynamically and acoustically, if these recommendations are
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Model outer nozzle charging station
pressure ratio
Model outer nozzle charging station
velocity coefficient
Model outer nozzle charginy station
flow coefficient
Model inner nozzle charging station
pressure ratio
Model inner nozzle charging station
flow coefficient
Overall model thrust coefficient
Main nozzle pressure ratio
Model outer nozzle flow coefficient
W_ th R_rllhh; nn Arran
Outer nozzle velocity coefficient
Outer nozzle flow coefficient
Inner nozzle pressure ratio
Inner nozzle velocity coefficient
with scrubbing drag
Inner nozzle flow coefficient
Overall exit thrust coefficient with
scrubbing drag
Overall exit thrust coefficient with-
out scrubbing drag
Full scale outer nozzle charging sta-
tion pressure ratio










Full scale outer nozzle charging sta-
tion flow coefficient
Full scale outer nozzle velocity co-
efficient with scrubbing drag
Full scale outer nozzle charging sta-
tion flow coefficient
Full scale inner nozzle charging sta-
tion pressure ratio
Full scale inner nozzle charging sta-
tion velocity coefficient
Full scale inner nozzle velocity co-
efficient with scrubbing drag
Full scale inner nozzle charging sta-
tion flow coefficient
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